
With Concealed hood
Pear shape design patent 

24million Pixel ultramicro optical lens

20 UV light source imported from Japan
Layout design of expert lightsource of chinese 
academy of sciences The facial light source cover 
95%

International standard factory prodution1

Skin Analysis Machine

Vertical screen: More suitable for presenting 
face-shaped structural images

HD display+PC computer

Working stand-up, relieving pressure on 
spine

Electric lift regulation, adjust height stable 
at constant speed

Height memory function for convenient use

Adjustable height for various human height

wide adjustable range of height 
(700mm-1080mm)

The display bracket can be adjusted left 
and right, up and down, 
applicable to 21.5~31.5 inch display

Work Table Lifting Platform
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SUPPORT MULTI-PORT ACCESS

OPC-1 OPC-2 OPC-3 OPC-4 OPC-5 OPC-6

Maximize resource allocation
More professional multi-terminal access 
interactive system
Improve skin consultation efficiency
Independent deployment can open and 
SaaS.CRM data interface

3D SKIN GRID/HEAT MAP

3D Grid 3D heat map: 
Visually show skin symptoms

COMPARATIVE 
ANALSIS OF 
SYMPTOMS
Multiple modes:
Multi-image contrast
Mirror contrast  
Test before and after contrast 

RED BLOOD SILK EXTRACTION

RGB Daylight Red Areas
inflammation or spider veins

Visible deep skin condition

Check the skin 
symptoms in appoint area 

The report page has multiple functions: 
Square, Oval, Arrow, Pen, Text. Doctors can 
use these tools to accurately mark skin 
symptom.

SKIN IMAGE
ANALYZER

EXTREME HD
IMAGE QUALITY
SUPER PROFESSIONAL
SKIN ANALYSIS

PRODUCT BRIEF
INTRODUCTION

ISEMECO skin analyzer is equipped with the SKIN CLOUD AI 
algorithm which was independently developed by Meicet. 

ISEMECO is good partner tool for hospital dermatology , plastic 
surgery institutions, research institutions, medspa and more 
professional industry application scenarios. The visually unique 
portrait interactive system is perfectly adapted to the four-in-one 
all-in-one mavhine, and supports multi-terminal access at the 
same time, making the operation more convenient. It is an 
indispensable machine for various institutions and medspas to 
attract more customers.

FEATURES

9 INTELLIGENT IMAGE
ANALYSIS MODES

MILLION SKIN
DATABASE

Shooting Angle
Choose single-angle or simultaneous multiple-angles when shooting photos

The analysis area in the photo can be accurately
positioned by adjusting the points in the photo.

UNIQUE PORTRAIT
INTERACTIVE SYSTEM

SUPPORT MULTI
PORT ACCESS

ONLINE
REPORT PRINTING

PREDICTION OF
SKIN SYMPTOMS

VISUAL ANALYSIS

SKIN CLOUD
IMAGE ALGORITHM

Overview of detection symptoms. Those 9 images clearly show the tester’s
 comprehensive skin condition and general skin visible and invisible problems

Personalized report name Personalized report content

Personalized doctor’s name Personalized treatments solution

PERSONALIZED REPORT
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Computer Version Skin Analyzer  Ipad Version Skin Analyzer

Contact us for more details and videos
Shanghai May Skin Information Technology Co.,ltd    

Mobile: 0086-18017093770
Email: info@meicet.com

 YOUTUBE QR CODE


